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A Comic Obsession 

The only thing Zach wants to do is read his comic books . He 
reads them while he eats breakfast . He daydreams about them 
while he's at recess . As soon as he gets home , he finishes his 
homework so he can read them while he has a snack . His mother 
jokes that he probably dreams about comic books , too . Even 
though Zach won't admit it , he actually does dream about comic 
book superheroes ! 

Zach plans to spend his entire summer vacation feeding his 
obsession . He'll read comic books and share them with his 
friends . He'll do small jobs for neighbors to earn money to buy 
tickets to Comic-

Con 
® . 

However , Zach's mom has different plans for his first day of 
summer vacation . “Mom , I just want to stay home to read my 
comic books ! ” whines Zach . 

“I understand , Zach , but we are going to visit your uncle today . 
I haven't seen him in a long time , and he hasn't seen you since you 
were a baby . He's an interesting man who has lived an amazing 
life . I really think you will enjoy your time with him . He even 
knows a thing or two about comic books . You might learn 
something from him . ” 
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Comic books can 
be read in print or 
on digital devices . 
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What on Earth am I going to learn about comics from my uncle ? 
thinks Zach . But , he figures that it is pointless to argue with his mother . 
At least he can read some comics in the car while they travel . 

When they arrive at Uncle Graham's house a few hours later , Graham 
greets Zach and his mother . 
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Zach is very surprised to see that Uncle Graham doesn't dress as 
professionally as his mom does . Uncle Graham wears sneakers , jeans , 
and a T-

shirt 
. The most surprising part is that he's wearing a T-

shirt with a comic character that Zach recognizes : Green Lantern ! 
“How do you know about Green Lantern ? ” asks Zach . 

“Green Lantern has been my favorite comic book character since 
I was a kid , Zach . I've loved and collected comic books since I was 
around 10 years old . Did you know that my father , your grandfather , 
even attended the very first comic book convention ? ” 

“Grandpa went to the first Comic-
Con 

? I'm saving my money so I 
can hopefully go one day ! ” 

“Yes , he attended the very first one , but it wasn't in San Diego like 
it is today . Let me get his old photo albums to show you pictures from 
that first convention . ” 

Zach has 75 comic books . His mom 
wants him to store them in boxes instead 
of leaving them on the floor of his room . 
Each box holds 12 books . How many 
boxes does he need ? Why ? 
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